Obstructive pressure peak: a new method for differentiation of obstructive and central apneas under auto-CPAP therapy.
Auto-CPAP devices (APAP) are controlled, e.g.,by the respiratory flow and pressure to adjust the treatment pressure to the variable obstruction in sleep apnea syndromes.By obstruction of the upper airway during inspiration,a pressure difference between the lower airways and the mask can be measured. In case of an opening of the pharynx at the end of the obstruction, the pressure decreases immediately. This brief negative pressure, the so-called obstructive pressure peak (OPP) can be used to identify obstruction or open airways with the algorithm of an APAP device. Useless pressure increases, e.g., after central apneas without obstruction may be avoided. We therefore investigated the association of the OPP signal with respiratory events during APAP therapy. In this pilot study, 13 patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome were evaluated. Attended automatic CPAP titration (SOMNO balance, Fa Weinmann Hamburg/Germany)was performed. The OPP signal was recorded synchronous lyin parallel with the polysomnographic data. If the OPP signal was within a time range of ± 5 s of the resumption of normal breathing, it was assigned to the event. A total of 480 sleep-related breathing disorders events were studied. The most common were the mixed apneas associated with more than 90% of all cases with an OPP signal, followed by obstructive sleep apneas (66.7%)and central apneas (38%). The difference in OPP frequency distribution between central apneas and obstructive apneas was significant with p<0.001. The analysis of the pressure characteristics of APAP treatment with the registration of OPP allows a further differentiation in obstructed and not obstructed upper airways.